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The growing importance of using internet technology has led companies to make their applications highly commercial and widely accepted for all sorts of customers and suppliers relations such as advertising, brand building and information sharing. Unfortunately, empirical studies on information quality delivery over the internet application particularly in the Malaysian manufacturing companies have been less than encouraging. This empirical research investigates the influence of security and privacy of internet technology on the quality information shared by the company to their suppliers. 650 questionnaires were distributed to different manufacturers in different regions of Malaysia, 184 were returned and only 151 were analyzed due to incomplete responses. This research found a significant relationship between perceived security and quality information exchange. Perceived privacy did not as a significant predictor. Further justification and discussion has been made at the end of chapters in order to clarify this finding. Hence, this article ends with suggestion for the industry, responsible parties that involved in promoting internet usage for quality information delivery among industries.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Global trade and partnership provide more opportunities for entrepreneurs economically and socially. Furthermore, this development has led a new growing market that has spurred the volume of consumption, imports and production. This phenomenon subsequently increases a demand for and use of information (AIMD, 2008; World Bank, 2004). It is a fact that information and communication technology (ICT) assists companies to communicate faster and cheaper, increase productivity and save cost (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2007). In addition, the Internet technology plays a significant role in providing various types of services and applications to the firms and users at the same time (Person, 2005: 418). The growing importance of using the Internet technology leads companies to make their applications highly commercial and widely accepted for all sorts of customers and suppliers relations such as advertising, brand building and online buys and sells (Hyperdictionary, 2008). According to the Internet World States update (2009a), on 30 June, 2009, the total population of the world is 6,767.8 million but the Internet users are just 24.7% of the world population, which are 1,668.8 million. This means that a substantial number of the world population do not have access to the Internet (Kripanont, 2007). But in Malaysia, for example, the penetration rate is 59% more than the world penetration rate; therefore, Malaysia is ranked 34 in terms of the ‘Internet penetration rate’ in the world (Internet World Stats, 2009). This is because the Internet users in this country are 16.9 million of its total population of 28.3 million. There are many people in many countries, especially in developing countries that still have no chance to access the Internet. However, in Asia, Malaysia was ranked ninth of ten countries with the highest number of the Internet users (Internet World state, 2008). On the other hand, it still needs more times...
and efforts to reach the level of developed countries which have the highest Internet penetration such as Greenland (92.3%), Netherlands (90.1%), and Norway (87.7%) or to reach the level of countries that have the highest number of the Internet users such as China (18.7%), the United States (14.2%) and Japan (5.9%). It has been predicted that the Information Technology market in Malaysia increases from US$ 1.2 billion in 2007 to US$ 2 billion in 2012 with the annual growth rate of 11.1% (IDC, 2009). IDC also forecasted that the percentage of business services will grow between 17 to 18% in 2009, and Malaysian IT spending is estimated to grow in the percentage between 4 and 5% in 2009. Despite the increase of IT investment in Malaysia, Malaysian businesses have been relatively slow in the Internet applications adoption (Alam et al., 2007). Moreover, Tarofder et al. (2010) mentioned that the percentage of Malaysian firms that adopt information technology in their daily operation is low, which reflects the poor information exchange among these companies. The Internet has become as a gate way for organizations to re-evaluate their operations when they exchange and use information (Power et al., 2001). McCormack and Kasper (2002) highlighted that the Internet usage strongly extends outward suppliers to share forecasting planning and scheduling information. They added that the digital technology is used to obtain information about customers and suppliers, and to arrange special interaction data such as usage, forecasts, complaints or other order performance data. Due to the importance of the Internet usage among companies for information exchange, many factors might influence the intensive usage of the Internet by these companies for their smooth exchange of information. However, this empirical paper only focuses on perceived privacy and perceived security.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Quality of information exchange

The examination of information quality dimensions (accuracy, timelines, formatting) must reflect the exchange of information through the Internet (Feldmann and Mrller, 2003; Moberg et al., 2002). Feldmann and Mrller (2003) and Moberg et al. (2002) added that managers and members cannot use supply chain (SC) partner’s information if they have difficulty in perceiving the level of information quality. According to Sahin and Robinson (2002), the degree of information sharing ranges from sharing the immediate replenishment order only to sharing all point of sales (POS), inventory and cost data. Because of this limitation, timing of information exchange plays an important role in quality of information delivery. Boyer and Olson (2002) find that accuracy of information is more important for accounting purposes. Sales bills must be prepared accurately and so is the availability of supplies and materials online. Indeed, Boyer and Olson added that ever since traditional method of transaction had been replaced by online transaction; it is easier to use because of its accurate properties. The Internet-based platform in SC has given retail store managers and suppliers an opportunity to sharing information and knowledge. This practice has led to increased order accuracy and fewer out-of-stock situations (Boyer and Olson, 2002). Pramatari (2006) pointed out that the integration between various systems levels strongly enhances information exchange within the industry. In SC more particularly it increases flexibility (volume and time) of the supplier, leads times and improves delivery accuracy. Indeed, increased forecast accuracy and delivery performance, reduced supply chain planning cycle time, synchronized inventory supply/demand schedules, automated inventory replenishment, elimination of unnecessary administrative burden and drive for continuous improvement with integrated intelligence have been important elements in supply inventory management (SIM) (Sahin and Robinson, 2002). Lin and Tseng (2006) argue that accurate and useful information will contribute to enhanced strategy making formulations.

Li et al. (2006) examined quality of information sharing in terms of accuracy, adequacy and credibility of information exchange toward competitive advantage. They measured competitive advantage on financial criteria, consisting of return on investment (ROI) and market share including growth of sale. They found that strategic supplier partnership, level of information sharing, and quality of information delivery are the strong indicators of supply chain management (SCM) practices, and lead to provide the organization competitive advantage on cost, quality, dependability, flexibility and time-to-market dimensions. Fawcett et al. (2007) found that willingness dimension of quality information has an impact on competitive performance such as sales growth, market share, and growth return, return on investment (ROI). Accuracy and flexibility of information are the important criteria of quality information delivery to respond to customer demands and supplier offers. Lin and Tseng (2006) state that in developing information system, it is important to consider high level of services, cost and quality. A review of work in the area of information quality in the context of SC information system indicates a substantial number of studies have examined its antecedents such as environmental uncertainty, intra-organizational facilities, and organizational relationships (Li and Lin, 2006), internal, intergenerational and economic factors (Madlberger, 2008), trust (McDowell and Karrike, 2008), intranet, organizational and individual characteristics (Masrek et al., 2007), individual, internal, external, and system factors (Wu et al., 2004), information system (IS) dimension (facilities, competency, structure, and integration) and user support (Mellarkod et al., 2007),
intra organizational and extra organizational factors (Igbaria et al., 1997), technological-level (infrastructure) and individual-level (reuse-related experience and self-efficacy) (Mellarkod et al., 2007). Despite the various antecedents examined, many calls have been made for further empirical research (Lee et al., 2002; Lenger and Schemm, 2008; Li and Lin, 2006; Mentzer et al., 2000; Moberg et al., 2002; Venkatesh et al., 2003) to investigate the antecedents of information quality delivery (IQD).

THE INFLUENCE OF PERCEIVED SECURITY AND PRIVACY ON QUALITY INFORMATION DELIVERY

Security threat sometimes arises at the network level (the server), the user personal computer (the client) or during communication channel (Lallmahamood, 2007). The security of information requires prohibition of disclosure about any of important information and disallowing infringement to the information systems used during communication between supply chain management (SCM) partnerships. A substantial number of studies (Bhatnagar et al., 2000; Faisal et al., 2007; Goode and Harris, 2007; Laforet and Li, 2005; Li and Huang, 2009; Mohd.Yusoff et al., 2009; Salisbury et al., 2001; Shin et al., 2000; Vijayasarathy and Jones, 2000; Yousafzai et al., 2003) have shown that perceived security is associated with the behavior of sharing information in business process. Warrington et al. (2000) categorized perceived security on the website into two dimensions namely decreased environment risk and raising the security. On the other hand, Knight (2003) proposes SC security of different elements: risk analysis, physical security, access control, personal security, education and training awareness, information security, training partner security and others. The different levels of security require different heights of collaboration and the sharing of data between the trading partners and that lead to different types of relationships between them (Martin et al., 1999). From the aforementioned discussion, it appears that perceived security has generally produced supportive evidence for quality information delivery. However, since most of these studies were conducted in the West, the applicability of the findings may be limited to different cultural contexts (Pikkarainen et al., 2004). As a newly industrialized economy, Malaysia still needs to work harder on ICT penetration rates, development of local content and security of infrastructure networks (Third Outline Perspective, 2006), particularly in the manufacturing and service sector in which supply linkages with large high-technology as well as more smart partnerships and strategic alliance are highly encouraged. For this reason, perceived security is included as a potential antecedent of information quality delivery in the manufacturing sector context. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:

**H0**: Perceived security is positively related to quality information delivery.

Perceived privacy has long been accepted as the right of individuals, groups or institutes and they decide for themselves when, how and to what kind of information they need to deal with during communication with others (Westin, 1967). Thus it is not surprising that many customers worry that companies will use their information for marketing and other secondary purposes without their permission (Painea et al., 2007; US Public Interest Research Group, 2000). According to Yousafzai et al. (2003), perceived privacy includes both reliability and credibility dimensions which are related to sharing of information among users of IT. During the communication on the website, many users handle a lot of information on certain procedures. Credibility and reliability therefore are important issues in these transactions (Choeate, 2000). Demonstrating credibility is very clear in the relationship between a seller and a buyer, and whether the seller keeps his/her promise or not.

The level of honesty from the buyer to the seller will reduce or increase depending on the credibility of the seller (Yousafzai et al., 2003). But credibility will be ignored in business by sellers and buyers when they place products in the marketplace without established brand name (Warrington et al., 2000). Liu et al. (2002) state that privacy phenomenon appears strongly in B2B applications and it promotes customers’ claims about the kind of information organizations want to disclose about. In order to protect the privacy of individuals, the responsibility falls on the organization that collects personal information and the organization that receives secondary data (Liu and Arnett, 2002). Because of the data transmission and emerging technologies, collecting personal information from customers and sharing it with other parties become easier and cheaper than before (Clay and Strauss, 2000). As a result, Liu et al. (2005) noted that such situation requires high coordination within the companies. Managerial and technical measures are very necessary to protect users of information from any misuse, loss, data safety and unauthorized access (Liu and Arnett, 2002). As a summary, perceived of privacy is very important in transaction between customers and supplier providers online and users’ behavioral intention in e-commerce (Yousafzai et al., 2003). Therefore, perceived privacy is included as a potential antecedent of information quality delivery towards supply chain information performance, thus, it is hypothesized that:

**H02**: Perceived privacy is positively related to quality information delivery.

METHODOLOGY

The companies included in the study came from a wide range of businesses including machinery and equipment, transportation
Table 1. Reliability coefficient for the variables in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Number of items</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived privacy</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived security</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Pearson correlations of study variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived privacy</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>2.229</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived security</td>
<td>8.99</td>
<td>2.355</td>
<td>0.508**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality information delivery</td>
<td>36.32</td>
<td>5.611</td>
<td>0.270**</td>
<td>0.270**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); *Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Table 3. Summary of multiple regression analyses for factors influencing quality information delivery (n = 151).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Standardized β</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean perceived privacy</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
<td>-0.677</td>
<td>0.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean perceived security</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>2.462</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant F values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

equipment, radio television and communication equipment, and rubber and plastic products. All these companies were registered under the Federation of Malaysian Manufactures (2007). Other manufacturing activities include food product and beverage, electrical machinery basic metal and medical, precision and optical instrument, office, accounting and computing machinery, fabricated metal products and other non-metallic mineral products. Simple random sampling method was applied and 650 questionnaires were distributed to different manufacturers in different regions of Malaysia. Out of this number, 184 were returned, 2.8% of which were excluded because they were not included in the Federation Malaysian Manufactures (FMM). This reduced the number of usable questionnaires to 151, representing a response rate of 23.7%. The data were analyzed using multiple regression analysis to investigate the influence of privacy and security on information quality delivery among businesses. Other basic analysis such as factor analysis, reliability test and validity test also conducted to ensure the quality of the findings.

THE FINDINGS

Reliability test

Cronbach’s alpha can be considered as perfectly adequate indication of the internal consistency, and thus of the reliability (Sekaran, 2000). It is the most widely used indicator. The generally agreed upon most acceptable value for Cronbach’s alpha is 0.70, although it may decrease to 0.50 in exploratory research (Hair et al., 2007). Table 1 summarizes the reliability test of the measures (after taking into consideration of deleted items). As shown, the Cronbach’s alphas of the measures were comfortably above the minimum acceptable level of 0.70. For this reason, all measures were highly reliable and acceptable, thus, providing strong support for all variable components.

Correlation analysis

Correlation analysis is used to describe the strength and direction of the linear relations between the variables (Pallant, 2001). The computation of Pearson correlation coefficients was performed to obtain an understanding the relationship between all variables in the study. The value of the correlation coefficient (\( r \)) given in Table 2 indicates the strength relationship between variables. The overall correlation value of the variables is below 0.50, which indicates a weak association between selected variables.

Multiple regression result

Table 3 provides evidence on the influence of antecedent factors on quality information delivery. It shows that the
relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable is significant ($F = 13.947$, Sig = 0.00). In this research, the value of $R^2$ is 0.407, which means that 40.7% of the variance in supply chain information performance is explained significantly by a number of independent variables which are perceived security and perceived privacy. The results show that perceived security has a significant influence on quality information delivery ($p = 0.015$), however, there is a non-significant relationship between perceived privacy and quality information delivery ($p = 0.499$).

**DISCUSSION**

The study found that perceived of security is related to quality information delivery, which suggests that the more secured the online information exchange is, the better the information sharing performance would be. In general, online security during exchange of the information on the Internet is thus a critical issue. In fact, security online is defined as any factor that influences perceived risk of organizational and financial matters (Grewal and Dharwadkar, 2002). Therefore, this phenomenon leads many companies (such as amazon.com and ebay.com) to spend a lot of money and efforts in protecting their suppliers and customers information (Goode and Harris, 2007). So, it is possible to argue that the sample companies have high reputation in online context, whereas the online fraud and hackers in their websites are limited. This is consistent with Laforest and Li (2005) who found that hackers and fraud were the main barriers that prohibited online banking adoption in China. In Malaysia, the general regulation in online trading has improved, reflected in the increase of e-commerce transactions such as online banking, indicating that perceived security over online trading has been diminishing. This finding validates the works of earlier studies by Grewal and Dharwadkar (2002), Goode and Harris (2007) and Laforest and Li (2005) regarding the importance of perceived security as a key antecedent of the behavioral intention of using the Internet. They concluded that when perceived security is high, it accelerates exchange of information among the firms and improves the rate of online trading adoption.

On the other hand, technical support, usefulness and perceived privacy are found to have no significant effect on quality information delivery. This research found a non-significant relationship between perceived privacy and quality information delivery. In other words, perceived privacy is not related to behavioral intention to sharing quality information toward supply chain information performance in the context of the Internet technology. In this study, perceived privacy is defined as the right of individuals, groups or institutes and they decide for themselves when, how and to what kind of information they need to deal with during communication with others. Operationally, the respondents were asked to rate their perceptions of protecting their online suppliers and customers information from any use and for any purpose without their permission. Based on the items asked, the respondents did not concern about their privacy online (credibility and reliability), because they had some information technology (IT) knowledge and so had already carried out the appropriate actions to protect their organizational information online (Paine et al., 2007). In addition, most companies in Malaysia have been using some kinds of software or programs that prohibit any abuse of sensitive data during the exchanging process among them. The reason for this procedure relates to the importance of this kind of information such as the information of consumers' concern at transaction or purchasing level. Moreover, the firms aim to protect the privacy of the sensitive data to enable effective decision making by supply chain partners, and to yield better forecasting outcome. Another possible explanation for this result might be that factors of speed and reliability of the Internet connections are not considered as important because they have become so common among the respondents. This finding is consistent with previous study by Pikkarainen et al. (2004), who found that the Internet factors such as privacy and security have relatively weak relations with online banking usage. Therefore, the perceived privacy is not one of the predicted factors for quality information delivery and this is fully supported by past research.

This research has also confirmed the research work done by Wahab et al. (2009) who found that privacy concern has a non-significant influence on transaction intention to reflect online users’ information privacy concern in the mobile service context. However, these research findings contradict past research which found that concerns for perceived security and privacy was positively influence intention to use SMS banking (Wahab et al., 2009; Jahangir and Begum, 2008). Furthermore, another study by Wang et al. (2003) found that perceived credibility that reflects security and privacy concerns had a significant positive effect on behavioral intention in the of electronic banking. The findings of the study have shown that perceived security is related to QID. Therefore it is recommended to extend the framework to a more distinguished study such as reinventing, cultures and other characteristic, which can influence QID, perceived trust and SCMI. Replication of the study is strongly recommended, the replication carries the ability to strengthen and then to generalize the findings of the study.
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